Introduction:
The line width of a laser is a measure of its phase noise. The spectrogram of a laser is produced by passing its light through a prism. The spectrogram of the output of a pure noise-free laser will consist of a single infinitely thin line. However, if the laser exhibits phase noise, the line will have non-zero width. The greater the phase noise, the wider the line. The same will be true with oscillators. The spectrum of the output of a noise-free oscillator has energy at each of the harmonics of the output signal, but the bandwidth of each harmonic will be zero. If the oscillator exhibits phase noise, the harmonics will not have zero bandwidth. The more phase noise the oscillator exhibits, the wider the bandwidth of each harmonic. With a view to establishing an analogy between the phase noise in a laser cavity, which is of quantum mechanical origin, and the one that occurs in a coupled oscillator system, we will consider the energy exchange between classical oscillators. To begin with we are going to consider two simple harmonic pendulums coupled by spring of spring constant k. The result obtained for two oscillators can be later extended to any number of oscillators.
Coupled vibration of Classical oscillators:
Let us consider two pendulums with bobs each having a mass m and length l are coupled by springs of constant k. Let the two bobs suffer displacements y and x respectively (y > x). Assuming that the spring obeys Hooke's law, the return force on the masses is 1 () F k y x  . For the sake of linearity, we take y and x to be small. Hence the restoring forces due to gravity acting on the bobs m 1 and m 2 
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To solve the above two equations let us rewrite them as
Equations (3) and (4) can be written in matrix form as , and
, or both must be solutions of (5). In equations (3) Here the ± sign is ignored as it gives rise to the same sinusoidal solutions. Now to find the normal modes, we solve equation (5-a) The Eqns. (10), (16) and (17) show that the mode frequencies 
Conclusion:
We have derived the equations of motion for the two oscillating bodies (pendulums) and solved them using matrix method. The two solutions, when plotted graphically for different values of coupling constants, provide us with a clear picture on the nature of energy exchange between the coupled oscillators. A close look at the plots leads us to a conclusion that if the system is controlled by very strong coupling force (k>>m), the two mode frequencies are far apart, consequently the energy transfer is not complete and the phase fluctuation is very high and both phase and the amplitude fluctuations are also much frequent. If the coupling factors are much less or of the order of the inertial coefficients (mass), the two mode frequencies are very close to each other, consequently the energy transfer is complete and, the phase fluctuation is negligible and the amplitude fluctuation takes place very slowly. If we generalize it to a system of N oscillators, then there would be N coupled modes, N coupled equations with all sorts of coefficients on the right hands side. By forming linear
